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THE HISTORY OF 
THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO 
OF MARX AND ENGELS 
THE Manifesto of #he Communist Parry (the Cornmimid 
Mrmif*) saw the light of day shortly More the February 
Revolution of 1848. In this brilliant work written ninety years 
ago-seventy years More the victory won in 19x7 by the 
great socialist revolution-Marx and Engels announced the 
oncoming proletarian revolution, gave strictly scientific 
p u n &  for its historic necessity, and foretold the inevitable 
downfall of the bourgeoisie and the viaory of the proletariat. 
Marx and En& scientifically proved thdr teachings about 
I 
! - the world-historic role to bc played by the proletariat, the 
L. 8 
;. 
class generated by the development of industrial capitalism 
:: aid the most revolutionary class in world history. 
P, -. 
Y The historic task of the proletariat is to destroy dvseq to 
create a classless, communist society and to secure the further 
development of the social productive forccs to an extent un- 
i$ known hitherto. The age-old structure of capitalist society 
2 can k destroyed, the domination of the bourgeoisie, which 
has b m c  incompatible with the £urthcr existence and de- 
velopment of society, can be swept away only on condition 
that the proletariat, the leader of all oppressed and exploited, 
wins power and establishes its dictatorship. Only under the 
dictatorship of the proletarb, under the leadership of the 
pdctariat, can the working pcoplc build up a communist 
-0 
In 1914, Lenin, evaluating the Manifesto of $he Communirr 
P m y ,  wrote the following: 
With the clarity and brilliance of genius, this work outlines 
a new conception of the world-a consistent materialism ex- 
tending also to the realm of social life; it proclaims dialectics 
as the most comprehensive and profound doctrine of evolu- 
tion; the theory of the class struggle and of the world-historic 
revolutionary role d the proletariat as the creator of a new 
communist society. [Karl Marx, Scbted Works, Vol. I, p. 21.1 
H a e  Lenin also noted the superne revolutionary signs- 
cane of the Manifesto of the Comrnunin Party and the 
profound theoretical content of this work, its tremendous 
scientific importance. In the Manifem of $he Communi~ 
PartyD Marx and Engels announced the oncoming uf a new 
epoch in the history of mankind, and a t  the same time their 
work opened up a new epoch in the development of science. 
The Mrmrierto of #he Communist Pwty was the £ruit of a 
gigantic amount of preliminary scientific investigation, of a 
huge amount of preparatory work. 
While st i l l  a university student (1836-37), Marx began to 
study philosophy, history and law, and by IW had critically 
worked ova all the best studies of the preceding development 
of scientific, theoretical thought in the works of German 
classical philosophy, English politid economy, and French 
(and English) socialime 
The development of Engels also followed the same liner as 
that of Marx. Beginning with the year 1844, there was estab- 
lished between than an immutable friendship and collabora- 
tion. Engcls, liLC Manr, had passed through the school of 
Hegdm philosophy, and made an absolutely independent 
approach to the elaboration of the views expounded in the 
4 
Mani'fc~to. In I& he published his splendid book, The Con- 
dition of de Working Chrs in Engkrnd in 1 8 6  In I& 
he visited Marx in Brussels, and jointly with him subjected 
the theoretical heritage of the bourgeoisie to review and criti- 
ciam. 
Marx cleansed Hegcl's dialectical method of idealism, and 
began to apply it in a materialistic fashion. He carried through 
this work in tbe yars 1843-46, f01lowing Feuerbach to the 
viewpoint of materialism. But Marr went further than Feu- 
bach. He did not rest content with Feuerbach's contemplative 
materialism, but created revolutionary, dialectical materialism, 
combined science with revolutionary practice, and appkcd 
materialism to the study of the history of human society, 
something that Feuerbach waa unable to do. 
Marx subjected to criticism the H&an philmphy of law 
(1843) and jointly with Engels critically investigated the ideal- 
istic philosophy of Hegd and his d i s d p l A e  Lcft He&ans 
(The Holy Family, I%), Hegel's idealistic view on the his 
tory of the evolution of nature, human saciety and thought 
(Gmnmr ZdcoZogy, 1845-46). 
The dialectical method teaches us to take all phenamau of 
nature, history and thought in their development, as a whole, 
in corneaion with all the conditions that give rise to them. 
It Kdrs the cause of development not in some outer force, but 
within phenomena themselves, in the struggle of opposites 
which is characteristic of all phenomena. Having £red the 
dialectical method of idealism-which is in glaring contradic- 
tion to the very nature of dialectical thinking, which demands 
a pmhund, comprehensive perception of concrete phenom- 
e m  as they take place in objective material reality-Marx and 
Engels solved the task of studying the law of the development 
af nature and of human &*y. 
Marx and Engels did away with the gap that had existed 
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between theory and practice, by placing theory and science at 
the semi& of the revolutionary struggle of the proletariat for 
the liberation of all toiling mankind from capitalist and all 
o h  exploitation. Having compelled science to serve the 
greatest revolution of all, Marx and Engcls opened up new, 
boundless vistas, creating for the first time a strictly scientific 
basis for the study of social phenomena. 
The founders of Marxicm clearly showed that the moving 
cause of development is not contradictions in concepts as 
taught by Hegcl, but the contradictions existing in the matc- 
rial world itself. The moving force of social development is 
the revolutionary struggle of the proletariat taking place in 
capitalist society. Armed with the method of materialist dialec- 
tics, Marx daborad the mataialist eonception of history on 
the basis of a study of the history of the French bourgeois 
revolution and the subsequent development of the class 
struggle in bourgeois society, which had broken the chains of 
feudalism. 
Summing up the historial experience of revolutions, and 
basing himself on a profound understanding of the essence 
of capitah relations, MprX created his theory of the class 
struggle, his teaching of the world-historic role of the pro- 
letariat, 
Engels has dedvcd that this theory matured in W s  
mind in I&. He expounded it to Engels when he met bim 
in Brussels in the spring of 1845. This is its content as SUG 
Cindy txpoundad by En&: 
. . . economic pmduction and the structure of society of cvay 
historical epoch nccasdy  arising therefrom constitute the 
foundation for the political and intellectual history of that epoch . . . con#quently (ever since the dissolution of the primeval 
communal ownership of land) all history has been a history 
of class struggles, of struggles between exploited and erploit- 
ing, between dominated and dominating classes at various 
6 
atagw of social evolutions . . . this stmgglc, however, has now 
reached a stage where the exploited and oppressed class (the 
proletariat) can no longer emancipate itsel£ from the dass 
which exploits and oppresses it (the bourgeoisie), without at 
the same time forever freeing the whole of society from ex- 
ploitation, oppression and class stnggles. [Karl Marx, Sekckd 
WoY45, Vol. I, pp. 192-193.1 * 
Having convinced himself of the falsity of the idealistic 
view of human society, Marx saw that the decisive and funda- 
mental relations in human society are the economic relations 
arising on the basis of the development of the material pr* 
ductive forces of society. Therefore Marx occupied himself 
with political economy, the science which makes a study of 
precisely these relations. 
While in Paris (1843-e)), Marx studied the works of the 
best representatives of bourgeois political economy (primarily 
Adam Smith and David Ricardo) and, continuing his studies 
and critical examination of bourgeois political economy in 
Brussels (1845-47), Marx established his theory of surplus 
value.,+,+ 
The capitalists, the owners of the means of production, a p  
.Engels considered it ncyrrmrv to make the repeated statement that the 
basic thought of the Muniferto as outlined in the above quotation "solely 
and aclusively" belangcd to Marr, that "the grater part of its l d i  
basic prinaplts, padcdarly in thc realm of ctonomics and history, and, 
above all, its final, clear formulation, belong to Marx.. . . Marx was a genius. 
... Without him the theory would not be what it is today. It therefore 
rightly burs his name." (Sac Engcls, Mwg F e h h ,  pp. 52-53n.) 
+.By the time that the Mm'ferto of the Commrcnirt Pcaty was written, 
Marx had studied a tremendous amount of special economic literacurt. In 
the Mux-Engcls-Lenin Institute, twenty-four big notebooks, dated bawleen 
1843-47, which have been p r e d ,  contain extracts and Munmarier of b& 
read by Marx during this period. TheK notebooks contain summark of 
the work of about seventy tconomista of t&c sevenuenth, cighttcnth and 
ninetenth centuries (Smith, Ricardo, James Mill, W. Petty, Thomas Tookc, 
W. Cobbett, W. Thompson, Urc, Babbage, Owen, J. Wade, F. M. Eden, 
Sismondi, Blanqui, Quanay, Dututt de Tracy, Boirgdebcrt, Rossi, Starch, 
Giilich and a number of others). If thm ~Webooks were tu be thcy 
wodd cover about 2,250 pages. 
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propriate the unpaid labor of the proletarians, the class de- 
prived of their own means of production and compelled to sell 
thcir labor power. 
The theory of surplus value created by Marx, which solves 
the basic question as to the origin of exploitation in capitalist 
society, lay at the basis of Marx's first work on cconomic 
theory, the P o u n ~ y  of Philomphy (published in the summer 
of 1847) and thc lectures on Wage--Lrbor and Capital de- 
livered by him before the Brussels German Workers' Educa- 
tional Society at the end of 1847. 
All the scientific works enumerated were the basis of the 
theory of scientific socialism drawn up by Marx and Engcls. 
Marx made a thorough analysis of capitalist relations and 
completely revealed the revolutionary nature of the proletariat, 
which arises out of the very conditions of the latter in capi- 
talist society, out of their mlc in production. 
Marx and Engcls saw the guarantee of the triumph of 
socialism not in the heads of individual wiseacres, but in the 
really revolutionary struggle of the oppressed and exploited 
masses of the proletariat, in the growth ob their organization, 
consciousness and revolutionary determination which develop 
in the course of the struggle. For Man and Engels, can- 
munism was no simple doctrine or dogma. It was based on 
the revolutionary movement of the proletarian masses, on 
their actual struggle. 
For the Utopian Sadists, the proletariat was a most un- 
fortunate, su&ring class whom they intended to endow with 
blessings from above. Manr and Engels saw in the pro- 
letariat a supreme revolutionary facc; for them the proletariat 
was the class in whose hands lay the future. All that needed 
to be done was to muster the forces of the pmIetariat, to unite 
and organize than for the struggle and to lead their m g g l e  
on the basis of science, of revolutionary thcory. 
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But theory cannot be presented as a ready-made dogma. It 
must be acquired by the masses out of their own expcrimcc. 
From this follows the role of leader who is armed with rev* 
lutionary theory which, in its turn, is the result of the entire 
experience of the historical struggle: 
The theoretical conclusions of the Communists arc in no 
way b a ~ d  on ideas or principles that have been invented, or 
discovered, by this or that would-be universal reformer. 
They merely express, in general tams, a d  relations 
springing from an existing dass struggle, from a historical 
movement going on under our very eyes. [Marx, Selected 
Wwts, VoL I, p. 219.1 
While participating in the direct struggle of the masses and 
lading it, the foraxst unit of the proletariat-the Com- 
m e t  Party-is indissolubly connected with the masses of 
the working class, and through them with all the toiling 
masses. 
Thc Communist Party waga an irreconcilable struggle 
against all bourgeois iduences over the proletariat, wunters 
all attempts to blunt the struggle, to reconcile the proletariat 
to their slave conditions under the yoke of the bourgeoisie, 
assists in developing the consciousnas and organization of the 
proletariat and in transforming them into a class, assists than 
in winning power and in fuifilling their task of building 
oommunist society. 
ZZ. HHirtacal Bor&vu~d 
Mux, the fint leader and theoretician of the proletariat, 
was born in the family of a pspcrous bourgeois intellcctu?l 
(his father was a well-known lawyer in Trier, in the Rhine 
province of P d a ) .  
Why then did Marx break completely with the bourgeoisie, 
pass ova completely to the side of the working class, while 
9 
th principles created by Marx have bccome the best the 
omical weapon in the hands of the working class? 
I At the time, in the 'thirties and 'forties of the nineteenth 
i n  century, when Marx's views were formed, capitalism had 
I 
, already undergone a lengthy history of development. Indus- 
trial capitalism began to develop in the countries of Westan 
Europe (England) from the middle of the eighteenth century. 
By the second quarter of the nineteenth century, in France, 
and particularly in England, the conditions inherent in capi- 
talism werc completely mrealcd. Big industry in England 
had developed with particular rapidity, and had revolutionized 
all the foundations of bourpis society. The teeming revo- 
lutionary proletariat which filled the industrial centers and 
big cities came forward as a menacing, independent historical 
force. In France, in Lyons, the center of the textile industry, 
the first workers' molt had taken place in 1831. Ektwcen 
1838 and I*, the first workers' movement on a national 
scale, the movement of the British Chartists, had reached its 
apex. In Germany, capitalist developmcnt had, it is true, 
hardly begun, but here also in the 'fortics the proletarian 
masses began to come forward with their demands, as was the 
case with the revolt of the Sileaian weavers in the summer of 
The class struggle betwan the bourpisie and the pro- 
letariat began at this time to take i h t  place in the history of 
the most developed countries of Europe. The struggle be- 
tween the proletariat and the bourgeoisie assumed an a- 
t r d y  stormy and sharp character. 
By reason of his genius, Mane was the first to achieve a 
theoretical understanding of the entire course of historical 
development* 
Mux, the great revolutionist and brillivlt scientist, went 
O V ~  entirely to the proletariat, linked his fate with t . ,  
I0 
' '51-7.  '..':)::wwTy I .  
( beclmc thcir ha leader, the organizer of their foremost &t, 
h c m m d  Party (the Communist League in 1~751; 
h btemational Workin&mcn's Association, the First Inter- 
dad, in 186473) and established the basis of the thory, 
wcgy and tactics of the p d e t a r b  party. 
For Marx and Engcls, who revealed the historid role af 
cbe proletariat and created a new rcvolutionuy world out- 
look, what was imporunt was to win to their side the 
Eurcpean and primarily the German working class, to am- 
rina them that the understanding of the tasks and conditiom 
ation of the working class, as discovered by than, 
a correct one. 
the middle and second half of the 'forti- at the timt 
hlvr and Engels began their rcvdutiamry activity, a 
tummg point was reached in the development d the rcvolu- 
ciolury movement in Watan Europe. At that time, to em- 
ploy Lain's expression, "the molutionary character d 
bwrgcois danaracy had d d y  died (in Eutope), while the 
~tvdutionary character of the sociah proletariat had not yet 
succeeded in freeing itself 
and politid iducnct of tbe bourgeoisie. 
tbor (tailors, joiners, ctc.). Although the handicraft app- 
tk waged a struggle against the craftsmen, st i i l  their idal 
long run to become cdtsmcn thansclves, to have 
Handicraft production yielded place to large-scale machine 
production; the small handicraftsmen fell under the sway of 
big capital. Thew developments also found their reflection in 
fbc minds of the workers. Among the workers the demand 
developed for an understanding of chc changes going on in 
society and a very lively intaest was aroused in theoretical 
questions. Workers' study circles provided favorable ground 
for the aaxptanu of the ideas put forward by Marx and 
En& 
Marx and En& mbined legal and illegal work; they 
made LMC of the legal press, maintaid connections with all 
the active figures of the socialist mwement in France, Eng- 
land, SwitzerIand and Germany, and carried on systematic 
propaganda for thet views. They sharply criticized the bour- 
p i s  ideas and prcjudica that hindered the proletariat in 
achieving clearly dtfincd ~ d o u s n c s s ,  in arriving at the 
consciousnev of their irreconcilable opposition m the bur- 
pisic, of the inevitability of the communist revolution. Marx 
opposed the old, conspiratorial forms of the movement, the 
organization of plots, apart from the masses. Marx and Engels 
saw that their task was to organize mass propaganda of the 
ideas of s c i e d c  communism among the workers, and thus 
to prepare the proletariat for independat action, for the win- 
ning of power. 
The L.eugue of the Just 
Marx and En& had long maintained connections with 
the secret communist society, the League of the Just. 
On May st, 1839, there took place in Paris the unsuccessful 
revolt organized by the French secret rcvolutionary SocihC 
dcs Saisons; with the latter was linked the League of the Just, 
among whose members were German erni&. Its leading 
manbcrs, Karl Schappcr and Heinrich Baucr, had to leave 
I2 
Paris, and they moved to London. Beginning with 1840 the 
hc~dquanm of the Lugue of the Just m transferred to 
London, thus giving the League an international character. 
Besides Germans, there began to take part in the organization 
workus of various nationalities (Scandinavians, Dutchmen, 
Hungarians, Czechs, South Slavs, Russians, Alsatians) who 
uscd German as their common language, it being thc one 
they all understood On the other hand, the League of the Just 
began increasingly to assume the character of a propagandist 
society, because expcrieaee had made clear the hopelessness 
of plots isolated from the masses. In 1840, there was estab- 
lished in London the German Workers' Educational Society, 
which was under the guiding i d u e n u  of the illegal League. 
Marx and Engels gave every support to thee new tenden- 
cies of concentrating attention on the tasks of propaganda, of 
shaking off the old traditions of indulging in conspiracies; 
they encouraged the striving towards internationalism. They 
conducted their propaganda by correspondence, by the deb 
patch of circular letters. Thy carried on systematic work in 
workers' study dnlu and gave lecturcs to working class 
societies. By ruthlessly criticizing the various teachings of 
pctty-bourgcois socialism, Marx and Engels in 1846 and 1847 
succeeded in exerting decisive iduenu over the League of 
the Just. 
In calling those days to mind, Mux wrote in 1860: 
We issued a number of partly printed, partly lithographed 
pamphlets in which we subjected to ruthless criticism that 
mixture of French-English socialism or communism and Ger- 
man philosophy that then constituted the secret teachings of 
the League; in its stead we advanced the study of the em- 
nomic structure of bourgeois society as the only firm thto- 
retical basis, and finally explained in popular form that it was 
not a question of carrying some utopian system into life but 
of consciously participating in the historic process of the rev* 
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lutionary transformation of society going on before our very 
eyes. [Karl Muq H m  Vogt.] 
Man and En& countad the utopian and petty-bourgeois 
idur then current among the advanced workers with their 
own teaching of the organized class struggle of the proletariat, 
which by i~ position in production and society is the leader 
of all the oppressed and exploited. 1 
Marx explained to the workers how dangerous and harm- / 
ful were all the &ria and teachings aimed at diverting the 
working class fmm the path of the proletarian class struggle, 
from the struggle to conquer state p o d e  only path on 
which dpsr~opprrssioa can be b t m y c d  and the classless, q 
i 
I 
Mux criticized the utopian communism of Weitling, who 
had the fantastic notion of libcrating the proletariat by or- 
ganizing a plot. Marx also sharply criticized the sentimental 
rociPlirm of H a  Kriegc, which was similar to the views of the 
Russian Populists. In the Pcoplds Tribune, plbliabed by 
Kriegc in New York, he d e v ~ p e d  the pctty-bourgcois utopian 
plan d solving the "social problem" once and for all by mak- 
ing d peasants of everybody, utilizing for this purpose the 
huge expnwr of virgin territory in America. 
In a special circukr letter, Marx criticized this plan of 
Kriege's, his journal, a d  thc whok tendency it represented. 
Marx ahowed that Kriege hod no understanding of the real 
rdatiom of capitalist d a y  and of the wbole siMcancc d 
the peasants' struggle and land reform. Marx wrote in his 
circular: 
Had Kritge regarded the movement aiming at the libemion 
d t h c l a n d a s t h C ~ 6 0 m o f t h p m l a u i ? n m o v c m c n  
nccaury under main amditions, bad he estimated thir 
Y 
movement as one which by £one of the condition in life of 
the class from which it originates, must necessvily develop 
further into the communist movement, had he shown how 
the communist strivings in America must initially appear in 
this agrarian form, at first sight inconsistent with all commu- 
nism whatsoever, then there would have been nothing in this 
to which to object. But Kriegc declares this form of the movc- 
ment of certain real p p l e  which is only of subordinate sig- 
nificance, to be the &air of mankind as a whole. Kriege put3 
this thing forward as the last, supreme aim of every move- 
ment whauo~va, tbus transforming the definite aims of the 
movement into the purest high-flown nonsense. 
Further, Marx writes of Kriege: 
In the same article of issue No. 10 [of the Pcoplcs Tribune], 
he sings such triumphal songs as: "And there would thus 
at last be fulfilled the age-long dreams of Europeans, there 
would be prepared for them on this side of the ocean land 
which they would have to take and render fertile by the labor 
of their hands so as to be able to hurl in the face of all the 
tyrants of the earth the proud declaration: This is my Rut not 
built by you, this is my hearth that fills your hearts with 
envy.,'' 
Knege might have had added: This is my dung heap, the 
work of myself, my wife and children, my laborer and my 
cattle. And what sort of Europeans would see in this the ful- 
filment of their dreams? Not communist workers at any rate! 
Surely not the bankrupt shopkeepers and handicraftsmen or 
ruined peasants who strive for the happiness of again becom- 
ing petty-bwrgcois and peasants in Am&. 
And of what consists the dream to be fulfilled with the aid 
of these I ~ , O O O , O O O  acres? Of nothing other than the trans- 
formation of all p p l e  into private property owners. Such a 
dream is just as incapable of fulfilment and just as nm-com- 
munitt as the dream to transform all p p l e  into emperors, 
kings and pop. 
Marx's circular later was endorsed at the meeting of the 
Cummunist Committee organized by Marx in B d  on 
35 
May XI, 18#. At this meeting, in addition to Marx there were 
prrwt  Engelr, the Bclgian Gigot, the German cmigrk jour- 
nalists Mastian Scilcr and Louis Hdlberg, the brother of 
Marx' wife, Edgar von Westphalcn, Wilhclm WOE and 
Weitling. All the above-mentioned, apart from Weitling, en- 
domed the sharp criticism directed against Kriegc. At the 
meeting the foilowing decision war adopted, only Watling 
being in opposition: 
The trend of the Pmpk's Tribune appearing under the 
editorship of Hermvln Kriege is not Communist. 
The childishly bombastic methods with which Kriegc comes 
forward as reprcsentative of this tendency seriously compro- 
mhes the Communist Party both in Europe and in America, 
insofar as Kritge is conridered the literary reprcsentative of 
German communism. 
The fantastic, scnhcntaI ravings, preachad in New York 
by Kritgt unda the nnme of ;Communism, must have a bighly 
demoralizing &a on the workers if they believe in such 
IIOIlsaMc. 
This resolution, with the rroconr for it, to be reported to 
Communists in Germany, Fnncc, and England. One copy to 
be sent to the editorial board d the Pmpk's Tn'bunc with the 
proporPl that it be printed oDgcther with the reasons for 
same in the n m  issue of the PropKs Tribrrnc. 
B~UJSCIS, May XI, 1&6. 
The Strwggk Against Katl Crjn 
Man: and Ehgeb waged a struggle against the p c t t y k -  
gcoir, con&tory tendency of Karl G h ,  the representative 
of German "True Socialirtn," and against the teachings of 
Proudhon who wanted to preserve bourgeois relations while 
freeing them of their "dark sides,'' imagining in utopian 
fashion that this impossible thing could be made possible. 
In Gaman workers' study circles in Paris, Gfi inculcated 
Proudhon's projects for the organization of workers' produc- 
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; it was alleged that with the aid d arh 
e n s  and d g  the worken' savinp, it would be p 
. -  dblt byptncdul meam to bmcanamipatd  fmm capital- 
ia exploitation and thus succadully to solve all d 
p c b h 0 ~ n g e l s ,  who in the autumn of 1846 had rrmovcd 
: tm Puh to carry on the propaganda of the views of scientific 
ecmmrhm among the German -ken, wrote from thse 
, to Marx on September 18, xQ6, d his struggle against G r h  
' a d  clnborpted the content of the latter's absurd teachings as 
Just imagine, the proletarbs have to acquire shares out of 
- their lavings. This mmey (of course, there must be not lecs 
- &an between ro,m to U),OOO of such workers) will be usad 
r fint to build om or more workshop cd one or more in- 
dustria in which a section of the sha- will be ern- 
pbyed, and the products, first, will bc sold to the sharcholdua 
; at the price of the raw material plus labor (the shartholden 
.; r thus to receive no profits) and, second, possible surplusa 
': rill be sold according to the prices ruling on the world mar- 
L& To the atcnt that the capital of the society grows, either 
u th result of an influx ot new mcmbw, or through the 
' durn of new savings of the old shareholders, it will rare 
' I  far the building of new workrhops and factories, etc., etc, 
until such time as all prolanriaru are engaged and cdl pro- 
ductive forces in the country are bought up, and thus the 
rrpital in the hands of the bourgeoisie hy lost its ability to 
~ n o l l a b o r a n d t o s e c u r e ~ t s l  .*. 
These ptlcmcn have m t b g  more nor less in mind than 
.br the time being to buy up d e  w M  of France, and then 
p h P p r  the whole of the rest of the world by using the savings 
$ the proletariat, and by giving up profits and interest on their ". Was ever such a splendid plan invcntcd, and would 
: ir m k simple, if one is anxious really to do something, ta 
2 olim fivefranc pieces of mony out a£ the silver of moonlight? 
:"Ad foolish workers hero-I have in mind the 
~ W w e  in this nownrc ~ h r c  people who have hardly got 
d r r n u i n t h & p o d r a r w i t h w h i c h a , p t o a p u b o f m  
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-&&ing will buy up "the whole of bcauti£ul France" out of 
chir savings. Rothuhild and Company are th most out-and- 
' our niggards by comparison with these colossal speculators. 
One could burst with chagrin! This Griin has so spoiled the 
lads that the most d c s s  p h s e  has more meaning for 
k them than the most obvious fact brought forward as argu- 
f mat.  It is a pity that olre has still to oppose such barbarian1 
omselwsness. But one must have patience, and I shall not leave 
thtsc lads until I smash Griin and dean their infected heads. 
In a joiners' study circle, Engels in elaborating hi own 
point of view and that of Marx defined the intentions of the 
Communists as follows: 
I. To achieve the interests of the proletariat in opposition 
to thost d the bour@c. 
z To do chis through the abolition of private property and 
its rcplaccmu1t by community of goods. 
3. To recognize no means of carrying out thest objects 
other than a dcmocntic m01utim by forceC [Cowcspondcnre 
of Marx und Engds, pp. z] 
As a result of a heated c k w i o n  that l a d  scvad eve- 
nings without a break, all the arguments Of Griin's supporters 
wen smashed to picm It became paSa1e to convince the 
workers unda the infiuena of G M s  teachings of the cor- 
rectness of the views of Marx and En&. 
Whm rhnrply criticizing the n o d a l  reactionary theories 
so dangerous to the Iiberation struggle of the working clay 
Mux was faced with the fact that many of the people who 
considered themselves his supporters condemned him for 
being a, sharp. Thcy tried to persuade him to tone down his 
polemics against Griin and Kriege, against the ''True Social- 
ists,' against Proudhon, ctc For instance, Liining, editor of 
the Geman Sodalist journal, WestpWisch~~ Dampfboot, 
wrote to him b u t  this. 
Marx t x p d  himself sharply about these pctty-bourgcois 
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'r adpltu. Thue were quite a numb= d such gentlemen 
among the ani& ia Park Thcy irritated Mux vay much 
with the way they kept wmrying him and with their complmc 
inability to understand the capitnlist system in its tacality. 
These p p l e  continued to remain entirely under the sway of 
bolu~gcois notions and were ihcappblt of undtmding the 
d for an i r r d l e  and ruthhs struggle in the intaws 
cf the proletariat against all tcachingr regarding the possi- 
bility of reconciliation and a v t  with the bourpidc 
MPrr wrote to k g  H m g h  an August 8,18(f: 
One can only ga rid of such du&n by being cxcepionally 
rough with them. Characteristic of these old wanen ir tht 
~ t r y t o d u r o v a m d n t g a t ~ n y d y p a r r p . n r u g g l e , d  
prrmtthcoldGamvrhnbitofrqurbblin andwhisp' 
as molutionvy activity1 ~k cmtumskh in ~2 
atanyratt,thucisnoslcofchia 
 eve^ Leading to the W e s t 0  
The results of the propaganda work done by Marx and 
Engels were not slow in making themselves felt. In the winter 
of 18&47, Joseph Moll, one of the members of the Central 
Committee of the Lcaguc of the Jurt, was delegated from 
London to visit Marx in Brussels. Moll was empowered by 
his comrades to invite Marx and Engels to join the League; 
and he passed on the rquest to Marx, h l d  he and Engcls 
agree to join, that they take part in the hrthmning Congress 
and there outline their theoretical views so that they might 
k published as the official program of the League, 
In view of the fact that Mux and Engels were guaranteed 
every possibility of assisting in th reorganization of the 
League, and in drawing up a theoretically reliable program, 
they agrecd to join the League. 
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At the League Congas which took place in the s u m m a  
d 1847 in London (Marx was not present at the Congress; 
Engels and W. Woltl were), there took place the rmrganiza- 
tion of the League, and statutes wae adopted in which the 
task of the Lcague wcre defined in the following way: 
The overthrow of the bourgeoisie, the domination of the 
proletariat, the destruction of the old bourgeois h e t y  based 
on class antagonisms, and the establishment of a new society 
without classes and without private property. 
After its reorganization, the Lcague changd its old name 
from the League d the Just to the Communist League. 
Afcording to the statutes adopted, the organization of the 
League was thoroughiy democratic, thus barring the way to 
all dorts at plots. Thc h d c  organization of the League was 
the "commune" (Gmrcimde), which consisted of a minimum 
of three p m n r  and a maximum of twelve. From two to 
ten communes constituted a "circle" (Krek). The circles of 
any individual country or province were subordinated to the 
leadership of a 'lading circle" (Ledendm Kreis). The lead- 
ing circlca were ac00untaMe to the Central Committee and 
in the last analysis to the Congms. The League while con- 
tinuing to remain illegal, became transformed into a society 
for the propagation of the ideas of scientific communism. 
The statutes adoptcd at the First Congress of the Communist 
League were, according to decision of the Congress, submitted 
to the comuncs for discussion. At a forthcoming congress 
they, together with the new prognm of the League, were to 
a finally adopted. 
Both the leaders of the League and the majority of its man- 
bcrs gradually became convinced of the correctness of the 
views of Marx and Ends, but they were d far from having 
complete clarity on a- number of theoretical questions. 
Here, for k m c c ,  is the sort of p r o b h  raised in one of 
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 community of pmpaty bc introduced at once, cn is a 
transition paod naxrsvy during which to educate the peo- 
pk? How h g  will this transition period last? Can corn- 
munirm be introduced at once on a big scale, or must small 
capbents  finr k carried through? In the introduction of 
o a u n u n h  has violence to k employed, or can the rra- 
pnization ab society be carried through peacefully? 
kl the period intervening between the Fint and second 
Congrr*o of the Communist League, the hcnl organizations 
ctrrw up dnfo of a "symbol of faiw rhe tide thcn given to 
thc &oration of the basic principks of the program. Thae 
drptfl &wed that there was still quite a lot d confusion 
h the vims d Communtr Lam manbar. For htm~, 
b t h d r a f t o f t h t L o ~ n ~ t t c e d c h c ~ g u e , p r o -  . * , .a  
btarh~~  were defintd as all "who rrnnot live on the income 
d tbcir capital" Hencc, the mcl& was drawn that "con- 
qucntly not only worken, but PLO s&mbts, artists and 
pey&urgeat are pm1-r 
In the Luguc annmuna in Paris the draft produced by 
Hem was d i s c d  ad met with success. kcording to w, this drab was full of unbelievable themtical con- 
fwion. As against this draft produced by Hcsr, Engels out- 
VDed the basic p d h  of the program in the shape of 
gwtbm and nnrwm [Princiipls of Cornmuah]. 
To auurc the adoption of a &oretically dable program, 
r great amount of explanatory mrk had still to be done. 
' Thic work was carried through by Mnrr at thc Scoond 
.Cmgress of the Communist League which took place in 
Jmdon at the end of Novcmba and the beginning of Da 
,amber, 1811. The discusdon on the problem connected with 





Nbpa to doubt; all ~ c n t s  wac ovacome. The Con- 
gre* was uanhmus in r-g as correct the views 
outlined and defended by Mux. A decision was adopted to 
give Marx and En& the ark of drawing up a manifesto 
to be published as the o f k d  program of the Communist 
LAagut* 
?he manuscript of the Manifesto was sent at the end of 
January, 1848, from Brussels to London, where it was printed 
and saw the light ob day in February, 1848. Not long before 
the June days of IW then appeared in Paris the hst French 
tmnslation of the Mrmiffc- of tlic Communist Party. 
Young Mux, who was ag years old when the Manifeno 
was drawn up, came h d  then fully armed with the 
theory h had established. He was recognized as the leader 
of the Communist Party, the orgnnintion of which was il- 
legal by reason of the conditions &en existing. Marx officially 
and publicly came Samrd under the banner of consistent, 
' 
modem revdutionary democracy, the care of which is the 
proletariat. 
As regards the views of the pmlctariat, the following war 
mtcd in the Manifesto of #he Communiri Pmty: 
The Communists disdain to conceal their views and aims. 
They openly declare that thcir ends can be attained only by the 
forcible overthrow of all existing social conditiohk Let the 
ruliag c b  tremble at a communist revolution. Thc pdc- 
tarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a 
world to win. [Karl Marx, Selected Wqks, VoL I, p. w.] 
During the period of the Second Congress of the Com- 
munist League in London? Marx n a  only took part in the 
Congress dirwdons, but also in wider meetings. The young 
Gamnn tailor, Frcdrich Lcssnu; at that time a h d y  a mun- 
ber of thc Communist League, although he did not attend 
appearance and the i m m o n  created by his rpacba lad 
th views propagatad by him: 
Marx was still a young man at that time, about a8 pw 
of age; in spite of this he made a strong impression on all o& 
us. Marx was of average height, broad-houldwbd a d  full d 
mergy. He had a high, splendid fmchead, thick pit&-&& 
hair apd a petrating bok; a sarcastic smile would appear 
around his mouth, filling his opponents with terror. He spokc 
bridy and concisely; he did not employ superfluous words; 
every phrase of his was full d thought, and every thought 
wasancc~liDkinhisargument.Thebgicof hisspeech 
was exceptionally convincing; tbue was nothing dreamy in it. 
The more I learned to understand thc difference bttwcto. 
Wcidhg's c o m b  and the COMrn&rn of the Mm'ferto 
sf #he Communirr Ps t y ,  the clcara it became to me that 
ldnrr was the representative of mature socialia idcar 
Th Manifc~to of the Commvnin Party c m s h  d bur 
pm or chaptub. 
The first chapter, headed "Bourgeois and Prokukm," 
a brief review of the historical development af European 
.-, traces the origin and development of the bourgeoisie, 
d the role played by it in b r y ,  of the contradictions 
;1* have developed within bourgeois society as a result d 
it is inevitably doomed to ruin, examines the history 
ckvdoprnent of the proletariat, gives a characterization 
Lttcr in bourgais society, draws a pic- 
its transformation into a class, and ro 
anue of the proletariat as the Ugravu- 
underwent a long procar of devclopment 
has played a most revolutionary part.'' It 
showed what could be created by human activity. "It has 
accomplished wonders far surpassing Egyptian pyramids, 
Roman aqueducts, and Gothic cathedrals:' 
The bourgeoisie, having emerged from its oppressed, tax- 
burdened, disfranchised position in feudal society, achieved 
power in the course of a long struggle, "at last .. .conquered 
for i d ,  in the modern representative state, exclusive polit- 
ical sway" and established a world after its own image, the 
bourgeois world in which evaytlung is bought and sold, 
whre even personal dignity and honor are transformed into 
"exchange value," where "naked sclf-iitcrcst, callous cash pay- 
ment" reigns everywhere. 
Under the domination of the bourgeoisie, the productive 
forces. of society rapidly achieved a tremendous development . 
But thesc new productive forces, created under the leadership 
of the bourgeoisie, outgrew the narrow bounds of bourgeois 
society. The bourgeois order became a fetter on the develop 
mcnt of thse powerful social productive f o r e  the represen- 
tative of which is the new revolutionary class, the pr01etariat 
who developed and grew up togcthm with the bourgeoisie 
and was brought into being by largeaxle machine industry. 
In bourgeois society, the proletariat is enslaved by the bur- 
p i s  class in whose hands are concentrated all the means of 
production. In order to live, the proletarians are compelled 
to sell their labor power. In return for his heavy unattractive 
d, for the hard labor he docs in the capitalist factory, the 
worker receives only the minimum means of existence nec- 
+ssary for the reproduction of labor powa. 
With the development of industry thac is an increase in 
rhe productivity of labor, and commodities cheapen. The 
workers' commodity, his labor power, also cheapens. "In pr* 
portion.. . as the repulsiveness of the work increases, the wage 
de~r-'~ 
, y >.. 3.- r L - 
F 
2 With the progress of industry, the cozldithu of tfu wdwr# 
I 
get worsc The increase in wealth unda capitalism hmitddy 
: brings in its train an increase in the poverty of the proletark 
1 , Marx shcds light on the path taken by the proldiat in du 
, course of its development. In the beginning it is spread 
throughout the whole country, and split up by the rrmpctitiaa 
h of the masses. At this stage the bourgeoisie holds undivided 
sway over the workers and are their political leaders. 
But with the growth of the proletariat, there also grows its 
solidarity and the recognition of its strength. The industrial 
, bourgcoisic while fighting against its enanics-the aristoe 
racy and those sections of the bourgeoisie whose interests arc 
adversely a&cted by the development of industry, and against 
the bourgeoisie of foreign states-is compelled to appeal to 
the proletariat for help. The bourgeoisie itdf urges the pro- 
letariat onto the road of the political movement. The political 
experience of the proletariat matures. 
Thc conditions of the proletariat in bourgeois society make 
it the most revolutionary class. All the remaining classes in 
society are ruined and undergo a decline with the develop- 
ment of largc-scale industry; the proletariat, however, is a 
product of large-scale industry itself. 
Marx shows how the civil war going on without a break 
in bourgeois society must inevitably reach such an acute level 
that open revolution breaks out and the proletariat "establishes 
its own domination by the violent overthrow of the bour- 
pisic." 
The sccond chapter, "Proletarians and Communists," speakr 
of the role of the Communist Party, of the £act that the latter 
is indissolubly connected with the working class and is its 
foremost detachment. 
In the struggle of the proletarians of various nations the 
Communists "point out and bring to the Emnt the common 
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interests of the entire proletariat, independent of all nation- 
ality"; in the course of the struggle of the proletariat against 
the bourgeoisie, at its various stages, the Communists "always 
and everywhere represent the interests of the movement as a 
whole"; scientific communism demands a profound study 
and understanding of the "line of march, the conditions and 
the ultimate general results of the proletarian movement." 
Funher in this chapter a detailed examination and an 
expod are made of the lying and hypocrisy of the defendas 
of bourgeois society, who accuse the Communists of wishing 
to destroy the very foundations of society, liberty, the family, 
culture, education, and nationality. Marx shows how only 
the destruction of bourgeois property can guarantee the per- 
mnal property of all working p p l e ,  that only the destruction 
of the bourgeois order, of bourgeois exploitation, will mate 
the conditions for the development of a really cultured human 
society. 
At the end of the chapter therc are enumerated the revolu- 
tionary measures that have to be carried through by the pro- 
letariat on taking power into its hands. 
In 18p, in the prdace to the German edition of the Mani- 
f e . r ~ ~  of the Communist Prrrty, Marx and EDgcls noted that 
the correctness of the basic principles of the Manifmo had 
bem completely confirmed by the course of historical develop 
ment; but the practical application of thee basic principles 
would always dcpcnd on the existing historical conditions. 
In the third chapter, a critical analysis is made of the various 
forms of socialism: 
I. Reactionary socialism: (a) feudal, (b) petty-bwrgeoia; 
(c) German OT s'Truen; 
2. Cons~at ive or bourpb socialism, of which Marx 
called Pmudhon the representative; 
3. Critical-utopian socialism and communirm, which in 
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many respects had given a brilliant uiticism of the bourgaoir 
order. 
Finally, in the fourth chapter there is a brief treatment of 
the tactics of the C o m m d  Party which supports cvay 
.' movement directed against the capitalist system. 
' In the Manifesto of the Conzmunkt P q ,  ''Marx and 
: Engels gave the main outlines of the Party as the vanguard 
of the proletariat without which (the Party) the proletariat 
I could not achieve its emancipation either in the sense of cap turing power or of reconstructing capitalist society. Lenin developed thcg outlines further and applied than to the new 
conditions of the proletarian struggle in the period of im- 
puialsm." (Stalin.) 
k IV. Sm'al Signifianee anti Mcuning Today 
The fate of the Mczlz i fc~ was linked up in the closat de- 
gree with that of the labor movement. In June, 1848, the 
working class took action in Paris, met with no support among 
the masses of the pctty-bourpisie and peasantry, and suf- 
fered defeat. After the defeat of 18&4a, reaction triumphed 
in Europe. For a time, the labor movement "vanished from 
the public nrena"; together with it "the Manifesto also took a 
back scat." (En&.) 
At that time thae was still ahead of capitalism a wide field 
of further development. Capitalist relations had only achieved 
complete development in Western Europe, primarily in Eng- 
land and France. In Germany the development of capitalism 
was making only its first steps. There s t i l l  existed tremendous 
expanses of territory, tremendous continents (America, Africa, 
Austraha, Asia to a considerable degree) whose virgin terri- 
tory was st i l l  little touched by capitalism. In the East of 
Europe, in Russia, the development of capitalism had hardly 
bcgun. In Europe i d  progressive industrial capitalism oc- 
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cupied a dominant position; ahead of it there still lay a rising 
curve of development. 
When the working class recovered £ram defeat and again 
accumulated forces for a funher struggle against the power 
of the ruling classes, there came into being in 1864 the Inter- 
national Workingmen's Association, the First International. 
During the nine years of the existence of the First Inter- 
national, the working classes were enabled on the basis of 
their own arperiencc to become convinced that victory could 
only be achieved through the c h  struggle and by winning 
power and establishing the dictatorship of the proletariat, as 
indicated by Marx. This was particularly dearly shown by 
the experience of the Paris Commune, the first form of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat established in history. On the 
basis of this experience, Marx and Engels further devdopcd 
their teachings regarding the proletarian revolution, the 
struggle for thc building of communist society. 
At the end of the nineteenth century, Marx's theory re- 
ceived p e n l  recognition in the ranks of the European work- 
ing dw. In 1890, Engels had every right to declare that the 
Mmifcdo has become "the most widely circulated, the most 
international product of all socialist literature, the common 
program of many millions of workers of all countries from 
Siberia to California." [Karl Marx, Sckrztd Works, Vol. I, 
P* 197-1 
Immediately after the publication of the Gennan edition of 
the Manifesto, it was translated into a number of languages. 
Translations won appearcd in the French, Polish and Danish 
languages. In 1850 an English translation appeared in London. 
In 18p, at least three English translations of the Manifmto 
appeared in America. The best English translation of the 
Munije~to was printed in 1888. The translation was done by 
Samuel Moore and was edited by Engcls. 
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The first Russian translation appeared in 1863 (Bakunin's 
translation); it was printed in the Koto~ot printshop. In 18th 
a new Russian translation appeared, the work of Plekhanov. 
A special preface was written for this edition by Marx and 
Engels. 
In 1892 there appeared a second Polish edition for which 
Engels wrote a preface dated February 10, I@. In 1893 an 
Italian edition appeared, also with a preface by Engcls specially 
written for this edition. 
Beginning with the 'seventies of the nineteenth century and 
: in the beginning of the twentieth century, the Manifrrto of 
the Communis~ P-y was translated into a number of Ian- 
guagcs-thc Ponuguae, Spanish, Roumanian, Dutch, Jewish, 
Ukrainian, Japanese, Finnish, Chinesc, and others. 
To date, more than one hundred dt ions  of the Manifesto 
have appeared in the Russian language. 
The total numba of copies of the Manifesto of the Com- 
munh Pnrty that have appeared in the various languages 
during the last ninety years runs into millions. 
Marx revealed a tremendous vista of oncoming battlm 
before the working class, showed them the clear aim and 
tasks to be fulfilled by the proletariat and taught them that a 
long and difficult struggle lay ahead. "Ahead of you," said 
Man, "lie fifteen, twenty, fifty years of civil wars and wars 
between peoples, not only in order to change existing rela- 
I tions, but also in order to change your very selves and make 
yourselves fit for political dominatiorL" 
In the historical period when Marx lived, the conditions 
for the victory of the proletariat had not yet fully matured. 
/ The epoch of imperialism and proletarian revolutions came 
after the death of Marx and Engcls. Decisive victory was won 
I by the proletariat only in this new historical epoch. Novan- 
bcr 7,1917, in Russia saw the beginning of the victorious great 
rocialtt revolution. The triumph of the ideas of the Mmifcsto 
of #he Comrnunin P m y  was secured by the brilliant per- 
pauators of the cause of Marx and Engds-Ltnin and Stalin, 
and the Bolshevik Party led by them. 
In the Stalin Constitution adopted on Dectmbu 5, 1936, 
there is recorded all that has been won by the industrial work- 
ers and working people generally of the US.S.R. as a result 
of the victorious proletarian revolution. In the USSX. them 
has ban brought into being the socialist system, there have 
been fulfilled the tasks set in the Munife~to. 
Stalin in his speech on the draft Constitution, on November 
25, 1936, gave a detailed characterization of the successes 
achieved by the working people under Soviet power: All the 
exploiting classes have been liquidated; the land and means 
of production have hen transformed into public property; 
the best among the working dass have ban placed in charge 
of undertakings. 
h aU sPherb of the national &ommy of the USS.R., in 
industry, agriculture and trade, the sad i s t  system has won 
complete victory. 
In Soviet society class antagonisma have bcen destroyed, 
power being in the hands of two friendly dasrs, the workers 
and peasants, while the state leadership of society (the die 
tatorship) belongs to the working dads as the foremost dag. 
Consolidated in the Constitution are the international char- 
acter of Soviet society, the developed, thoroughly consistent 
democracy which not only proclaims tbe rights of citizens, 
but also guarantees the operation of these rights in practice. 
In the USSR sodism, the f i .  initial phase of com- 
munism, has in the main been built The slogan, "From each 
according to his ability, to each according to his work" is in 
operation. But tk higher stage of communism in which the 
P 
sbgan, ''From each according to his abiity, to each accord- 
ing to his needs," shall prevail, does not yet exist* The leader- 
ship of the Party of LahStalin guarantees our forward 
advance to the building of complete communism. 
In the nine decades that have p a d  since the Manifesto 
saw the light of day, there has been a fundamental change 
in the historical situation and the conditions of the struggle 
for communism. In the days when the Manifen0 was written 
the Communist Party was a small illegal group, comparatively 
still a small detachment of scientific communism. At the be- 
ginning of the Manifem it spcalca of the "specter of corn- 
k munisrn," of the menacing, then still elusive harbinger of 
the oncoming proletarian revolution. 
Twenty years have already passed since the victory of the 
great October Revolution brought about a fundamental 
&age in the history of mankind. The industrial workers 
and working people of the USS.R. have shown the whole 
world that the communism of Marx and Engels, Lenin and 
Stalin is no specter, but a reality. The first stage of com- 
munism, socialism, is a most tangible reality, fulfilled in the 
daily life of the I~,OOO,OOO p p l c  inhabiting the tremendous 
temtory of the Soviet Union. 
The rivalry h e e n  the two economic systems, the capital- 
ist system and the socialist system, increasingly shows the 
working people of all countries the bankruptcy of the cap 
italist system of economy and the superiority of the socialist, 
Soviet system. Capitalism brings to the people of the whole 
world, slavery, poverty, the atrocities of fascism, the horrors 
L of war. The establishment of mcialkm in the USSR. has shown that the dictatorship of the proletariat, socialist pro- 
letarian democracy ensures the working pcople of all nations 
a happy life, the abolition of slavery, poverty and exploitation, 
and opens up a new epoch in the development of mankind* 
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